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Training Consultant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning my name isSpend next 90 mins.I do want to make clear that this mornings session is not a full on training course. There certainly is some information I want to pass on in terms of INTEGRITY IN LEADERSHIP and EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE however I am here to facilitate the thinking, reflection on the VALUES and the behaviours that may compromise and support them.What can we “DO” to bring our values to the fore so that they are consciously present in our day to day world of work. So they are lifted from the website page and are evident to all who care to look.



“It’s not hard to 
make decisions when 
you know what your 

values are”
Roy Disney

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every individual and organisation is involved in making decisions every dayThese decisions are a reflection of our values and beliefs and are directed towards a purpose.That purpose is the satisfaction of our individual or organisational needsWhen we are conscious of our values and they inhabit us they are the guide book to how we behave whether they be:-Individual valuesRelationship valuesOrganisational valuesSocietal valuesWe give of our best



• MISSION

• VISION

• VALUES

• WHERE

• HOW

• WHAT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An organisation’s CORE VALUES, MISSION AND VISION statement and goals should all tie in to each other. Match up the organisational elements on the LEFT with the descriptions on the RIGHTMISSION statement tells us what an organisation DOES, what it exists to deliver. What its objectives areVISION statement is about TRANSTION, the future. WHERE it wants to be, what it ASPIRES to achieve.And VALUES are the HOW – they are the standards to which we will hold ourselves -  they help to define the type of organisation we strive to be at our core.As such they describe something of our culture, our ethos and perhaps our priorities. Values - they cannot sit apart or independent of but must directly support the WHAT we are doing and WHERE our organisations ae headed. But they must breathe, they must have life.So we know why we have them but what are they.ASK ASK - Who would like to offer a definition of VALUES (and don’t say the HOW)Instinctively, intellectually we know however articulating it can be a challenge. So not a Value – i.e. treat everyone with respect – a definition of Values or a value



The Value of Values

Operating principles that guide an 
organisation’s internal conduct 

as well as its relationship 
with the external world

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whether personal or professional, what we think say and do in terms of our values should align.Where they don’t there is imbalance and most likely unhappiness, discord  I remember years ago a news report about a man being jailed for football hooliganism. His personal life was one of inducing fear and planned violence against other supporters focusing on those of colour. At work he was the epitome of a devoted HR Manager specialising in Equal Opportunities What organisational dysfunction – said unhappiness, discord.. Others?(Example of negative – All staff to be treated with respect and fairly however have “special” toilets for senior mang team).Mistrust. Dispute, dissention, friction argument – Imagine the toxic environment people are being asked to work in, not just work in but be committed to



The Value of Values

Values are the things we 
believe are important in the 

way we live and work.

They can determine our 
standards of behaviour

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VALUES are not something we do – VALUES are what we haveSometimes even if not sure  what our own values might be it is -When in a challenging situation the decisions we make determine or at least demonstrate what our values are. We don’t cross the line.. .  Example when young of being encouraged to steal sweets – Tempted but in the end couldn’t do it Home 6 kids – had to share a lot of things however we all had some things personal to us. Drummed into us if we took that without asking then like stealing from our sibling.How would we feel if done to us.They are values when they are relentless and we feel passionately about them – don’t change and switch at the drop of a hat. If they can be easily compromised – then need to question their validity as a VALUEWhere do personal or individual Values come from?Values have an impact on our actions and behaviour.INFLUENCE - Firstly we are influenced in early childhood by the big people – parents, other relatives, teacher -  they influence our ATTITUDES & BELIEFS – create our values – the things we believe are important. Our attitudes and beliefs cause an internal response – A FEELING – related to them. This feeling creates an external reaction to all of this –BEHAVIOUR -  Young man example – negative value.Personal – do not swear (parents never did – even in heat of argument) I personally can’t stand the casual use of expletives in every day conversationMy belief is negative impact on children, those around, more aggressive. Not necessary.. Understand outburst bang knee, stub toeHowever when continuous so when I hear, I am disgustedBehaviour depending on the situation – quite often will say something. Other behaviour ?????????REPLACE      REPLACE – ONION slides?????



Presenter
Presentation Notes
New  4How did your organisations decide on their Core Values.DSC – wanted to keep brief but honest and obvious.  - will share in a whileNow I’m sure many organisation invest and dedicate time to the designing of their values so that they make good reading on the website or in the newsletter so that people will read them and think well of us. (London Re-use experience. New COO. Back to basics. It was tortuous. It tool 4 x 1 hour long meetings to get consensus of MISSION, VISON and Core Values)Some organisations will invest money in getting external support through consultants to help them uncover what they core values should be.OUTCOME - So we have the titles, MISSION, VISION and CORE VALUES. The core values section has lots of inspirational and aspirational words. The sentences are just the right length. All grammar and punctuation has been checked and double check. The statements LOOK LOVELY, very professional.In determining what it’s Core Values are no matter what process is used to do that , an organisation will uncover what is most important to it. Regular reminders of the Core Values will help to ensure that these qualities do not get lost either in the day to day operations or in pursuit of the VISION.IN order to be of practical use it is vital that the values define your org and the people who lead, manage, work/volunteer in it. They must be meaningful.They must be convertible into actions and deedsLets think about your core valuesWhat are they, if I click on the tab on your website that says “OUR VALUES” what will I see?Go online if needed



CORE VALUES

CORE VALUES         CORE VALUES
CORE VALUES

WHAT ?????

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is challenging is to identify and agree values which are original, inspiring and specific to your institution.So your core values may be all singing and dancing and look great on the web or in newsletters or other documents however if people, employees, supporters beneficiaries don’t understand what they mean, how they are relatable then it needs to be back to the drawing board.From the following values can you work out who the organisation might be. (Now I’ve seen different version depending where you look so may not be completely up to date)



Whose Values Are These……?
• Focus on the user and all else will follow
• It’s best to do one thing really, really well
• Democracy on the web works
• You can make money without doing evil
• There’s always more information out there
• The need for information crosses all borders
• You can be serious without a suit
• Great just isn’t good enough

• Google

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next couple are well know charities.Next slide



And These…….?

……..to protect individuals wherever justice, 
fairness, freedom and truth are denied.

Amnesty International
• Unique worth of every person
• Work with hope
• Encourage children to reach their full potential
• Exercising responsible stewardship

Barnardo’s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What these have in common is the relevance to those particular charities and to our sector.So even if not immediately recognisable who the charity is from the values shown, once it is revealed who the values relate to they makes perfect sense and we recognise them as part of the ethos of the brand.ASK – CAN THE SAME BE SAID TO BE TRUE OF YOUR VALUES?Now perhaps none of our charities are anywhere near the size of Amnesty International or Barnardo’s however the principle is the same and the same question can be asked.Do our values relate to our organisation and our Vision and our Mission or can they be applied to absolutely any other organisation.Are our people asking the question “What???” What do they mean???If it is unclear what the Core Values actually mean, how they relate then it is harder to think about the actions and deeds that provide evidence that they are meaningful.So a short qualifying paragraph may be useful in linking the values to the organisation For example:RESPECT – We strive to treat all of our staff, partners etc. with genuine respect ……



Presenter
Presentation Notes
DSC MISSION - ObjectivesOur VISION – Read it. Our VALUES - VOICE



Vision, Objectives and how it all works together 

The reason for 
DSC existence and  
core purpose, our 
long term vision. 

What DSC is trying to achieve How we work and behave as a 
group of people  

Vision

Strategic 
Objectives 

Promote the value of a vibrant 
and diverse independent 
voluntary sector  

An independent DSC, 
financially robust in a self 
generated revenue 

Connect, givers, influencers 
and social change makers 

Equip voluntary organisations 
with high quality services and 
products that support them.

This is how DSC 
will achieve the 
strategic 
objectives 

These are the 
outcomes that 
DSC wants to 
achieve that 
would indicate the 
vision has been 
reached   

Strategy 
REACH MORE PEOPLE

Digital   Regional   Expertise

Agreed projects

P      A      C       E

Values
Values support DSC vision, work and are 
the core beliefs that inform the 
organisations behaviour and activities. 

Visionary   Open   Inspiring   Committed   Excellent

V O I C E
Each department has a list of behaviours 

against each value.

These are the expectation, of the 
quality of work.

Details   Standards Care 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain



DSC 
LEARNING AND 

DEVELOPMENT TEAM





Visionary:
Seeing the bigger picture, looking to the future, 
looking for possibilities 

“The difference between a dreamer 
and a visionary is that a dreamer has 

his eyes closed and a visionary has 
his eyes open”

Dr Martin Luther King Jr 

Put charities first – remind 
ourselves and others of the 
vision

Remind ourselves and others 
of DSC vision.  Asking – how 
does this help you/us/them to 
help others in written and 
spoken communication

Within sales and customer 
support look for reach 
opportunities

Annette and Evangeline to 
attend L & D PALS meeting, 
monthly

Alexandra and Evangeline to 
attend at least 4 events per 
year

Twitter – once a week –
Annette, Cathy and Mike 

Twitter – twice a month –
Alexandra and Evangeline 

Staying informed – monthly 
reading. Training Journal, 3rd 
Sector, Charity Times 





Open Listening, Exploring, Mindful 

BE OPEN TO new thoughts, to new 
people, to new principles, to new 

ideas, to new experiences.
“NEW” MAKES US GROW!

Rossana Condoleo 

Going up to a course, to say hi 
and check on associate 

trainers.

Once a month, whoever in the 
team is available,  go to lunch 

together

Use team meetings for shared 
feedback – one thing I could 

do differently, one thing I 
appreciate about you, one 

thing I’d like from you

Keep diary up to date and 
clear- to reflect workload and 

meetings 

Know where your team 
members are – check diaries 

before calling or e-mailing

Use yes and or not yes but, 
when problem solving/idea 

sharing

New ideas – How could we 
make that happen? Could we 

merge ideas here? What 
would make that work? How 
can we overcome the sticking 

points?

Be open to developing 
relationships: say good 

morning, invite a colleague to 
coffee/lunch, include others





Inspiring: Helping others to see a bigger picture and 
engage with initiatives 

We judge ourselves by our 
intentions.  And others by their 

actions.

Stephen Covey 

Focus on solutions and future 
not blame and past

Sharing relevant information 
with each other considering 

timing and necessity

Bring and share one example 
of positive customer feedback 

from Inhouse or events to 
team meetings

Share feedback with 
Associates, through e-news, 

and LT, through monthly 
report

Look for opportunities to offer 
more than was requested

Share other DSC product and 
service information with 
customers and associates

(L&D) Provide customers with 
mini case study examples of 

how other organisations have 
benefitted from our services 

and products – anecdotal, 
story

Tell customers and associates 
what is great about DSC and 

it’s people

Make sure we commend and 
thank colleagues for help, 

achievements etc.





Committed:
To our visimissiobs, DSC values, behaviours, 
customers and the sector 

Stay committed to your decisions, 
but stay flexible in your approach.

Tony Robbins  

Values conversation/activity at 
monthly team meeting and in 

121’s

Meet deadlines – commit to 
the deadline, avoiding 

necessity to explain delays

Attend at least 2 DSC courses 
or events each year

Be informed and adhere to 
policies, standards, code of 

conduct etc.

Use outlook to notify of out of 
office, absence, unavailable

Follow procedures and use 
systems provided (e.g. HR)

Follow up – actions from 
meetings, shared problems, 

requests made

Be on time and prepared – be 
at least 5 mins early for 

everything and ready to start. 
Whether for a meeting, 

arriving for work or 
attendance at an event.





Excellent: Details, standards and care in everything 

Excellence is never an accident it is 
always the result of high intention, 

sincere effort and intelligent 
execution.  It represents the wise 

choice of many alternatives –
choice, not chance, determines 

your destiny.

Aristotle

Respond to colleague e-mails –
remind “by when”, consider 
who needs the reply

Respond to team e-mails 
within 48 hours

Provide others with clear 
deadlines and expectations

Own complaints that come 
your way – act, ask for help, 
follow up

Use checklists to monitor and 
improve detail, standards and 
care

Ask others to proof read 
lengthy written work you may 
have lost sight of

Focus on facts and be mindful 
of personal opinions and 
unconscious biases

Share a personal goal that we 
would like to achieve in the 
next year. A goal that will push 
you beyond your boundaries. 
Review at quarterly meetings

Acknowledge the workload 
and achievements of 
colleagues and other teams



DSC 
TRAINING SERVICES 

TEAM



VISIONARY

Remind ourselves and 
each other of the BIG 

DSC picture

Feel the fear and do 
it anyway – run the 

risk

Be active in developing 
new products and 

services

Use available 
technology to 
the best of its 

capacity

Bring knowledge:

3 Golden Nuggets to 
Staff Brief

As a team – review 
strategic input and 

progress

Leaders are visionaries with a poorly 
developed sense of fear and no 

concept of the odds against them.
Robert Jarvik

http://www.dezinerfolio.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/05/visionary2222.JPG


OPEN

Keep other departments 
informed about our 

activities –

FACE TO FACE

Be open to new 
ideas  - wherever 
they come from

Harness change –
and support those 

who struggle with it

Be honest about 
mistakes and 

open to 
feedback

Publicly acknowledge 
our SWOTS – within 

and outside the team

SHOUT – when we need 
help or support, a 

shoulder or and ear

There is no end to the adventures 
that we can have if only we seek them 

with our eyes open.
Jawaharal Nehru

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://egowebsites.net/ecademy/club/thinkingoutsidethebox/image/logo.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.sodahead.com/question/104280/which-type-of-person-are-you/&usg=__Y9-3PY06y23cidGjsuCb3l5_kEs=&h=425&w=550&sz=62&hl=en&start=7&tbnid=7RfC6mhNMUV39M:&tbnh=103&tbnw=133&prev=/images?q%3Dopen%2Bminded%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Den


INSPIRING

Support each others 
development and 

growth in role and team

Seek opportunities 
to learn from each 

other

Be proactive in 
organising buddying 

and 1-1 support 
meetings

Celebrate Together
3 successes

3 Thank you’s
3 Golden Nuggets

Apply creativity and 
innovation in 

delivering training

Create and use our 
value cards to support, 
thank and praise each 

other

The ultimate measure of a man is not where he 
stands in moments of comfort, but where he 
stands at times of challenge and controversy

Martin Luther King

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.ohioverticals.com/blogs/politics/wp-content/uploads/2008/01/martin-luther-king.jpg&imgrefurl=http://bustill.blogspot.com/2009/01/i-have-dream-by-martin-luther-king-jr.html&usg=__ISAKYoOhhXiM64btjx27bs8AyRw=&h=500&w=432&sz=55&hl=en&start=27&tbnid=FzwWOnz2EolueM:&tbnh=130&tbnw=112&prev=/images?q%3Dmartin%2Bluther%2Bking%26gbv%3D2%26ndsp%3D20%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26start%3D20


COMMITTED

Encourage and challenge 
each other to help other 

departments

Smile. Say Hello. Good 
Morning. Goodbye. 

To colleagues and 
customers

Read DSC briefings, 
bulletins e-news, 

catalogues and flyers

Each week read 3rd

Sector  and other 
relevant journals

Manage own 
knowledge gaining and 

skills development

Go the extra mile –
at least, ask – is 

there anything else?

Every job is a self-portrait of the person 
who did it. 

Autograph your work with excellence. 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.escambiaallforone.com/images/home-hands.png&imgrefurl=http://www.escambiaallforone.com/&usg=__2wg2P6L8vhTNhbQIMQ0pFni6p0M=&h=341&w=551&sz=212&hl=en&start=20&tbnid=RIN00LKn8npxjM:&tbnh=82&tbnw=133&prev=/images?q%3Dopen%2Band%2Bhonest%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Den


Extremely 
Professional

Talk up DSC –
to each other, to other

departments, 
to customers and a

associates

Take opportunity to talk 
to customers, trainers, 
visitors and associates

Do the ‘dirty’ jobs – pick 
up litter, change the loo 
role, water bottle, copy 

paper

Peak performance 
standards –

Phone response, in 
group, out of office, 

house style

Be on time, 
appropriately dressed, 

badged up and cheerful

Talk well of 
colleagues, their 
roles and their 
achievements

The mark of a true professional is 
giving more than you get.

Robert Kirby



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to spend a few minutes to cover the role of a leader in context of the organisation’s values.May be effective – lots of experience – focused on developing people when you are in a management or leadership role you may be judged by those you manage, your peers, even your senior managers differently to others.So you may be all the positive attributes and characteristic however it is our integrity that is judged.



A thought someone shared with me

“Isn’t it funny how we 
judge others by 
their behaviour, 
but we judge 

ourselves by our 
motives”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Research on Leadership, integrity  consistently rated as one of the most important character traits. We always have a reason, excuse maybe for the way we behave (especially if that behaviour is challenged). In the main we believe we had good reason.We tend not to afford that curtesy to others. We look at, witness their behaviour and judge them on it.  Leaders are expected to know all the rules and abide by them.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leadership is about setting standards and being seen living them.Integrity is aligned or should be aligned with the articulated values of the org as well as personal valuesIf RESPECT - Do you stand around the water fountain or photo copier talking, laughing about the way a team member dresses?



Emotional Intelligence (EQ)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our understanding of ourselves, level of self awareness in terms of our outlook, moods, emotions.When we are aware of how we are feeling, reactingOrange is Intrapersonal intelligenceBlue is Interpersonal intelligence



Emotional Intelligence is……

The capacity to be aware of, control and express 
one's emotions appropriately and clearly in a 
way that helps you to handle interpersonal 

relationships judiciously, empathetically and 
harmoniously

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read through – this is what we would all want and very much in line with the aims you have highlighted.Can see I have CONTROL I in bold



Intrapersonal Intelligence

‘The key to self-knowledge, access to one’s 
own feelings and the ability to discriminate 
among them and draw upon them to guide 
behaviour.’

Howard Gardner. Author of The Shattered Mind

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ReadBeing a witness to yourself



Interpersonal Intelligence

‘Capacities to discern and respond appropriately 
to moods, temperaments, motivations and the 
desires of other people.’

Howard Gardner. Author of The Shattered Mind

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After self awreness this is qbout how you interact and communicate with othersWork colleaguesManagersFamily and of course your clients



0VER TO YOU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A core Value – what is being done or can be done to demonstate.May already being done – just not recoginsed as such.Recruitment process – are they included? So potential applicants can see if their own values alignPerformance appraisals – values part of the criteria used to assess success (or not)Objective setting for following yearDecision making framework for any new projects – if we take this on does it compromise any of our valuesRegualar promotions related to the demonstration of values. Inspiring or successful living the values



Eileen Browne

Training Consultant

Directory of Social Change

07508 939 668

ebrowne@dsc.org.uk

www.dsc.org.uk

Thank You

mailto:ebrowne@dsc.org.uk
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